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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
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Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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vapeo
Action and vaping effect.  It means inhaling steam. 

vapor
Gaseous state of a liquid that undergoes heat .  Gas, vapour, emanation, mist.

vapuleado
It is an inflection of vapulear. It means to give a thrashing, beating, spanking, spanking, spanking, beaten, thrashed,
crushed, criticism, rebuke, admonition.

vapulear
It also means thrashing, win way lumpy, sift, humiliate the opponent, raze, dancing.

vaquerita
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia is the common name given to a wasp that itches quite hard.  Diminutive cowgirl. 
Name of a position in sexual intercourse.

vaquería
Activity performed by the cowboy.  Livestock care.  Herd of cattle .  Herd.  An establishment where cows are kept or
their milk is sold.  Dairy farm, ranch, dairy.  

vaquero
Type of pants made of residual fabric or canvas.  Name given to the person who takes care of the cows or cattle. 
Surname of Spanish origin.  Gunslinger of the American West. 

vaqueros
Plural of cowboy .  A person dedicated to the care of cattle.  Who takes care of the cows.  It's a popular way to call pants
made of thick fabric or canvas, bluyines, yines, jeans or blujeans.  Name given to the famous gunslingers of the
American West. 

vaqueta
Material with which safety gloves are made.  It's the tanned and soft beef leather.

vaquetata
vaquetata is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vaqueta" being its meaning:<br>It is the same as cowhide.
Tanned calf leather. Pad.

vaquetón
Vaquetón in Mexico is the same as coyote. People who illegally traffic in immigrants. They recruit buses loaded with
immigrants. Smugglers.

vaquiro



In Colombia Vaquiro is a surname.  Also write it with B (peccary, but in fewer cases).  In Colombia is a form of calling a
javelina, wild boar or pig's Mount.

vara
In Colombia it is synonymous with varan, branch, stick, cane, club or stake.  It is a measure of already little used length
and equals 3 feet, i.e. about 83 centimeters.

varaña
Varana on rods or thin branches of a shrub or small tree foliage. In Colombia also say chamizos, latizal, seedling,
stubble.

varaño
The varano term does not exist in Spanish. Barano is a row of hay just guadañado and arranged on the floor. Each of
the cuts on the scythe hay. It is possible that they wanted to ask about Varano. In this case it is a lizard-like reptile. The
giant Varano is the same Komodo Dragon.

varatijas
The correct term is trinkets, with B.  In Colombia it means low-value goods or poor quality products.  Fruslerías,
jewellery, trinkets, imitations.

varato
The right term is cheap.  It means little value, low price.  In the Department of Tolima, Pan Viejo, bread the day before. 
Depreciated, devalued.

vardar
It is the name of a river of Macedonia, passing through Skopje.

varejón
It means high and thin person.   Rod long, thin.  Chamizo.

vareta
Diminutive and derogatory of rod .  Vara pequeña, in some parts of Colombia and in street language, is another name
given to marijuana (mona, maracachafa, etc). 

vargas
Vargas is incorrectly written and should be written as Vargas ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Vargas ( 41 own name;.  It is a surname of origin Spanish, very common throughout Latin America.  It is the name of a
State in Venezuela, whose capital is La Guaira.  Last name of President of Brazil Getulio Vargas called.  Name of
several Latino players ( Colombia, Brazil, Chile, )  Swamp where occurred one of the memorable battles of the liberating
army against the Spaniards in the Department of Boyaca, Colombia.

variadex
It is a system of Arquivologia or Arquivolomia, this is a system that offers a modern method of filing, that facilitates the
work in the office. It is used in Mexico.



variador de frecuencvia
frecuencvia drive is incorrectly written and should be written as "Variator of frequency." being its meaning:<br>The right
thing is " Variable frequency drive ". Device used by amateurs to locate a certain frequency. Radio.

varicelas
Hives or pustules and sores caused by chickenpox.  Plural of chickenpox (disease).  Footprints left by chicken pox in the
skin, especially on the face (manifests itself with small holes that remain in the skin where there was a Welt or pustule). 
Chickenpox causes much itching, burning, or itching.

variegado
It means that it has spots, stains, which has shades of various colors.  Stained, painted, mottled, marbled.

varilla
Long, thin metal rod.  Long and thin metal bar used in construction.  Diminutive of vara.  Each of the metallic yarn that
forms an umbrella or an umbrella-shaped.  Metal frame of a corset.

varillazo
Very blunt blow given with an iron rod.  It is the risk that you take when facing a taxi driver in Colombia.

varillo
In Colombia and in the slang of drug addicts, it is synonymous with porro, puppy or bareto.  Marijuana cigarette.  It is still
discussed whether it should be written with b or v .  Also barillo is the name of a computer program or barcode software. 
It is also one of the common names of a tree named scientific Simphonia globulifera of the family Clusiaceae.  It has
multiple uses (medicinal, woods, combustible resins, etc.).  It's abortive.  It is also called moronobea, apple or sulfur.

varitas
It is the plural and diminutive of vara.  Implement that uses magicians in tricks of illusionism : magic wands.  Colloquially
in Colombia, land of small extent .

varitazo
Hit with a wand.  Varazo, reglazo.  Ancient punishment for a student desjuiciado, unruly or rude.  Physical punishment in
disuse, that are imposed on students.

varo
It means deviant inward.  Supinate can also be used.  It is a term used in Medicine and Podiatry to refer to a foot
diverted inward. 

varon baron
male baron is incorrectly written and should be written as "Male, Baron." being its meaning:<br>The correct terms in
both cases carry a tilde.  Male, means male, male gender.  Also in Colombia is a surname.  Baron is a title of nobility
and in Colombia is also a family name.

varonil
Mean relative, related or pertaining to the male sex.  It is the antonym of women's.  Male, relative to men, of men, males.



varón
Male specimen of the human race.  Male, male.  Man who has reached the virile age.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  It is clarified that there is also the surname Barón, with b and that refers to the title or nobility.  In Nautical it is a
piece of thick cape, whose chicotes or seam finials, have rings. 

varroa
It's the name of an mite that parasitates in bees.  It causes a disease called varroosis or varroasis.  The word is of Latin
origin and means in honor of Varrón, dedicated to Varrón (Marco Terencio Varrón, an ancient Roman soldier). 

varva
It is the name of the thin layers of sediment that are forming at the bottom of Lakes.  Design, clay, delete, nata,
sediment, annual sedimentation.

varzea
várzea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Várzea" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is várzea. It is
not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese. Means " large extension of terra plana; covered, barga, plain, worth
34. Great extension of land flat, plain, plain, valle, plan, sleeve ( colombianismo ) Football improvised in a vacant field.

vasa
Food for pigs made with residues and peels of potato and afrecho especially.  Name of the oldest and still operating
warship.  It is also called Wasa, Wasen or Wasan.  It belongs to the Swedish Navy and was built between 1626 and
1628 by King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden.  Name of the house or dynasty Reigning in Sweden. 

vasado
In Colombia, it means amount of a liquid that fits on a glass or filling a glass.  Full glass, glass flush.

vaselina
It is an ointment for medicinal use, also known by the name of Albolena in Pharmacology.  Chemically it is a mixture of
long-chain saturated hydrocarbons.  Name of a musical and a film in Spanish, which in English was called Grease.  In
football, goal that is made goal a soft blow, with curved trajectory and elevated above the hands of the goalkeeper,
which demonstrates a high quality of the performer.  Exquisiteness, globito . 

vasija
It is a type of container of various shapes, sizes and materials, which serves to hold liquids or food.  The word is derived
from glass. 

vasijas
Plural vessel.  Elements, usually cooking, that are made in order to contain liquids or other substances.   Container,
bowl, jar, glass. 

vaso
It is a container or vessel of concave, cylindrical or cone trunk shape that is used to contain liquid.  It usually lacks a
handle.  Amount of liquid contains a container of the same name.  The conduit through which sage or latex circulates in
plants.  Ducts through which blood and lymph circulate in animals.  It also means helmet, nail or hoof.  It is also another
way of calling a potty or duck (night glass). 



vasquista
Person who loves Basqueism.  It promotes the culture and protection of Basque sentiment.  That practices or promotes
Basqueism.  Relative to the Basque. 

vasta
It means wide, extended, extensive, immense, spacious, huge, wide, large, infinite. 

vasticismo
It is a way of talking or writing with a lot detail, story, or very large text. Doctrine or policy making or show all vast. With
many delays. Joke, mamagallismo.

vate
One who claims to predict the future.  Magician, diviner, Predictor, sorcery.  It can also be a rhapsode, deluded or poet.

vathu
The more appropriate term is vathu.  It is one of the names of an aquatic plant.  Junco, bayunca, sisca, moro, vato,
totora, enea or belfry.  Used in basketry.  The scientific name is Typha angustifolia and is family Typhaceae.

vaticano
Name of a very small European sovereign state.  It is located in the center of Italy, in the city of Rome.  The Latin word
means prophecy, omen, prediction, prophecy.  Holy See, the Roman Catholic Church.  Name of Museum located in that
same city. 

vaticinio
It means divination, prediction, forecasting.  Try to make the future known ahead of time.  Anticipate an event. 
Announcing the future. 

vaticinios
Means omens, predictions.

vaudo
Vaudo and Baudo are Italian surnames.  Vaudo is the surname of an Italian singer named Roberta Vaudo.  He baudó,
so, with b and with tilde.  is the name of a mountain range in Colombia, in the Chocó Department, bordering Panama. 
Name of a Colombian river in the Department of Chocó.

vaupense
It means related to Vaupés, related to Vaupés, either to the river or to the Department of Colombia, whose capital is
Mitú.  Person who comes from or resides in that department.

vauriella
It is the name of a genus of bird in the Muscicapidae family.  They are known as round-leaved sundew or flycatchers.

vauxita
There are vauxita and bauxite in mineralogy.  The vauxita is a mineral of hydrated phosphate of iron and aluminum type,



which was discovered in Bolivia.  Bauxite, is a type of rock consisting of oxides of aluminum.

vaya o valla
They're homophonous words.  Wow it's a go-to inflection.  Move from a nearby location to a more distant location. 
Fence, with ll, means notice, fence, wall, fence.  It could also be considered berry, which is a kind of fruit.

vayan
It is an inflection of go. It means to go to there.

vaya}
go} is incorrectly written and should be written as "Go, go" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of the verb to go. 
You want to indicate that you move from here to there.  That removed from where we are, to stay away.

vágido
In Colombia it is the same as vahyde, dizziness, fading, fainting.  It is a term used by the peasants of the Departments of
Tolima and Huila.

vándalo
A person who is dedicated to destroying or damaging public property.  Barbarian, Destroyer, Brutal, Harmful, Wild,
Predator.

várzea
It is a type of tropical forest which is characterized as a floodable low land.  It is typical in the Amazon.  The trees of this
forest have aletones.

vástago
In Colombia is synonymous with breeding, son, tiller, descendant, puppy, successor heir.  It is also the offspring of a
plant.  Bud, Bud, Bud, Bud.  You can also pin, shaft, Rod and bar.

váter
It's one way accepted in water 40 Spanish; water or uater, still used in Colombia 41.  It originates from the word of
English watercloset.  Mean bathroom, sanitary, toilet, toilet, toilet, toilet, latrine.

vdfbvtgeyure
vdfbvtgeyure is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Geyure" as meaning:<br>The truth do not think that it has
some meaning. It is not a word in the Spanish language. What if it is that Geyure is a surname of Hungarian origin and
people who live in New jersey ( USED ).

vecerrector
vecerrector is incorrectly written, and should be written as "One" being its meaning:<br>Immediately below the
Chancellor's office. It is who is destined to replace it in the event of temporary or permanent absence. Administratively is
responsible for some of the functions that the rector for their occupations not reaches attend personally.

vecina



It means woman or person who lives or resides near our home or domicile.  Close, adjacent, next, resident, settler.  It
can also mean similar, similar, similar.  Dweller, inhabitant, occupant, resident. 

vecinalista
Person proposing for the protection or benefit of neighbors, neighborhood, neighborhood. 

vecindad
He has the neighbor's quality.  It belongs to the neighborhood, living very close or in the same building.  Set of
neighbors.  Link of the population concentrated in the same place or place.  Link between the inhabitants of the same
sector or the same neighborhood.  In Mexico it is a house where several different families live and usually in rent.  In
Colombia we say tenant.  Proximity, closeness, coexistence. 

vecindario
Set of neighbors.  Population concentrated in the same place or place.  Residents of the same sector or the same
neighborhood. 

vecino
It means that you live or reside near our home or home.  Close, adjacent, close, resident, villager.  It can also mean
similar, similar, similar.

vector
In Mathematics , element of vector space and is represented by an arrow.  In Epidemiology agent or organism that
carries, transports or carries an infection or a virus, intermediary.  It serves as a means of transmission.  In Astronautics
it is equivalent to shuttle or ferry. 

vectora
It is a type of letter, designed by Adrian Frutiger in 1990.  It is the feminine of vector.  It means, causative agent, who
leads or produces.

vedegambre
It is one of the common names of several toxic herbaceous plants of the families Melanthiaceae and Ranunculaceae.  It
may refer to aconitum napellus, known as anapel, matalobos or aconite; to the Aconitum vulparia, also known by the
above common names cited.  these plants belong to the family Ranunculaceae.  It is also the common name of the
Veratrum album (also called crossbow, white hellebore, surbia, veratro rhizome).  This plant is from the family
Melanthiaceae.   All contain powerful alkaloids.  

vedeja
It's another way of calling the lion's mane.  Guedeja . 

vedettina
It's a brand of underwear for lady.  Very small panty for lady.  Type of panty, underpant or tiny cuckoo. 

vedija
Undesterated wool lock.  Hair or wool tangle.  Enrified wool. 



vedijosa
It means he's got unsearmed hair.  It means tangled, tangled, unsateed.  It can also mean a lot of wool, woolly. 

veedor
A charge which is intended, to is observe the behavior of others or the correct development of a work.  Observant,
watchful, auditor.  In Royal houses or the nobility, it is the person who watches that attention to the noble is correct,
timely and appropriate.

vega
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Colombian municipality of the Department of Cundinamarca . 
It means lower and fertile part of a river.  In Colombia it also means shore, edge, riverbank.  Land that is formed by
sediment accumulation in the lad of a river. 

vegarse
vegarse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Revenge" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is revenge. It
means take revenge, retaliating for something that we infringed before. Act viciously, getting even.

vegas
Plural of vega.  It means shore, coast of a river flood plain, flood zone.  It is Spain is the name of many places and also
in Colombia.

vegetariano
A person who does not eat meat or animal derivatives.  Person consuming vegetables in your diet alone.  Fitofago,
fitovoro, herbivore.

vegete
Inflection of vegetate .  It means living without worries, living without striving to get the livelihood, living at the expense of
others.  Feed or live without having to work.  Survive, live without moving.  Living without awareness of it, being in a
vegetative state. 

veguera
Born to the valley of a river.  From the river bank.  In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, it is a very fertile
land on the banks of rivers.  It is also a type of wide-brimmed hat or kettle worn by women.

veguero
In Colombia and especially in the eastern plains the veguero is the person that used to grow on the banks of the rivers,
where accumulate sediment in floods.  They are very fertile land, but at the risk of losing crops in growing new or floods. 
In loa plain colombovenezolanos is a type of very elegant, wide-brimmed hat.  That you live or grown in the lowlands of
the rivers.  That cultivated in flooded areas.

vehemencia
It means impetuosity, intensity, liveliness, emphasis, accent.  Highlight, give greater intensity or importance.  Fierceness,
exaltation, impulse, passion.  

vehícular



It means relating to vehicles, related to cars. 

veintena
It is a set consisting of 20 elements.

veinticuatro
Number.  Two dozen or the hours of the day.  In Colombia it is a way of calling a very venomous snake.  It is also known
as glang, fournarices, mapaná, equis, rot, naucaya, padlock head, mapanare or size X.  Its scientific name is Bothrops
asper and belongs to the family Viperidae.  It is so called, because of the belief that in that span of hours the bitten
person dies.

veintitantos
It means many, quite a few.  Numerous, quantity. 

veintiúnico
Colombia is a colloquial way of saying only, I have no more, I have only this, the last thing I have.

vejador
It means that it hurts, that it mistreats, that it makes old age or old age. 

vejeta
You mean old.  Old woman's derogatory.  Name given to a lark-like canora avecilla. 

vejete
Mean old, old, old geezer.  It is used in a derogatory manner.

vejiga
It can mean bag, sac, blister, bubble, inflammation, swelling, bamboo.  It is also a bag in which urine accumulates. 
Organ in which urine accumulates, before being evacuated.

vejigón
Bladder augmentative .  In Colombia it can be a blister or bull.  Bag or inflammation of the skin that is filled with water
and is the result of a burn.  It is also another name of an animal disease, which is also known as symptomatic Anthrax,
skin anthrax or Anthrax.

vejuco
It is a little used and derisive derivative of old.  But I think that they are asking about the kind of plant.  If so, the correct
term is.  It means plant which has no woody stems.  Plants that have the stem very long, thin and very flexible.  Liana,
guaco, climber, plant Guide.

vela
The nautica is the fabric or cloth that unfolds so using air impulse a boat.  The name of one of the forms of water sports. 
Name of a marine fish, considered one of the most elegant and fast.  Its scientific name is Istiophorus spp.  and belongs
to the family Istiophoridae.  Also referred to as billfish, billfish needles or swords.  In Colombia sailing is also a surname



of Spanish origin and the same as candle, sperm, candela.  Moving in sailing is not sleep, be awake.

velar
It can mean several things.  It means caring or watching, standing guard, assisting a sick person at night.  To be up at
odds, to be revealed, to guard, to accompany, to protect, to protect.  Also in Colombia it means to procure, try, try, test,
pretend, hide, disguise, cover up, nuance.  Manage, negotiate. 

velatón
In Colombia it is a type of protest or demonstration that is done especially at night and consists of placing on a certain
site lighted candles.  It can also be called sperm.

velázquez
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of famous Spanish Baroque painter.  known as Diego Velázquez and whose
real name was Diego Rodríguez de Silva and Velázquez. 

velda
It is a woman of very ancient origin's name means daughter of Eva  The name of a ship is Panamanian-flagged oil tank. 
Hypothetical ancestor of the Cantabrian village.

velefique
velefique is incorrectly written and should be written as "Velefique ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Velefique is the
name of a high in the Sierra de Los Filabres, Almeria and the name of a municipality in the same area.

veleidades
It means mood swings, for no apparent reason.  Plural of speed.  It means whim, frivolity, change, versatility,
extravagance, eccentricity, craving, rarity.

veleño
It is one of the common names of some poisonous plants of the genus Hyoscyamus (especially Hyoscyamus albus and
Hyoscyamus niger), are herbaceous plants of the family Solanaceae.  Poison, beneno, henbane, cachirulos, sleepy,
Morel, tobacco or flower of death are also called them.  He also tells veleño, henbane or male henbane to the Withania
somnifera, from the same family Solanaceae which is also known as bufera, oroval, vejiguilla, nightshade or tomato of
the devil.  In Colombia, it means born, resident or related to Velez (a municipality in the Department of Santander).  It is
also a type of sandwich with guava in the same region and with name of origin.

veleta
It means that it is carried or moved by the wind.  Derogatory derived from sailing.  A device that is used to indicate the
direction of the wind.  It is a very lightweight metal plate.

velíz
The correct term is veliz, without tilde.  It is a type of small bag or trunk, which is used for traveling.  Suitcase.  It is
similar to a travel suitcase, in fact it comes from the French word valise.  This term is used in Mexico.

velleda
Name of a priestess of the Germanic people.  Sacred prophetess of the Brúcteros (Germanic people).  Come back or



just Veleda.  Name of an asteroid ( 126 ) . 

vellos
It is plural of hair.  It means hair soft and short covering some parts of the body.  Hair, lint, cerda, lint, pubescence, bozo.

vellosidades
It means hair pubescencias, hair, lint, cerda, filaments, threads.  The intestinal villi are a few strands that protrude into
the layers of the intestine and whose function is to absorb nutrients from the food bowl.

vellón
It means he's got a lot of hair, hairy, hairy, hairy.  It's the name given to all the wool that is sheared from a sheep. 

velludo
He wants him to have a lot of hair.  That has the body covered with hairs or hairs. 

velocipedo
The correct term is velociped, tilde.  It was the name given to a precursor vehicle of the bicycle, lacked pedals, consisted
of two wheels and was driven with feet. 

velocista
It is a type of athlete or athlete is training for speed in athletics races is sprinter who runs short distances such as 100,
200 and 400 meters.  In cycling are sprinters who engage in pure speed, 200 meters launched, Keirin or 1000 meters. 
A good sprinter or finisher can also be considered a sprinter.

velódromo
It is a type of sports facility where cycling track competencies, perform well speed or persecution.

velózmente
It means very quickly.  Quickly, raudamente.

velur
It is the name given to a type of thick fabric, woven from cotton and similar to plush. 

velutina
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but Latin.  In Latin it means velvety, velvety.  It is a genus of marine molluscs (
41 snails;  Also is the addition of several scientific names like for example Vespa velutina, which is the scientific name of
the Asian Hornet and Erythrina velutina which is the tree of mulungu, balu or chachafruto.  Old fabric like velvet or silk.

velvetón
It is also called velvet or thick velvet.  It is a kind of fine and soft fabric.  Delicate fabric. 

ven
It is a turning point of view.  It means look, observe, see.  It is also a turning point coming.  It means approaching, scroll



down to where I am.

vena
Duct or vessel that transports blood from all parts of the body to the heart to be oxygenated.  Vein is also the ribs or
branches that have some winged insects on their wings.  Main part of a text or a narration.  Soul, essence, breath, spirit,
substance.

vena necrosada
Vein that it acquires color black or dark, due to the death of some cellular elements in its interior. It can be temporary if it
is product of a blood or permanent infiltration if varicose veins product.

venablo
It can be the name of a dart, arrow or short spear that is used to hunt.   Throwing weapon used by hunters.  It can also
mean cries of anger or anger. 

venationes
It was a grotesque and wild activity that took place in ancient Rome. Venatio. It consisted in the hunting and killing of
wild animals as a form of entertainment in ancient Roman amphitheatres.

venda
It can be inflection of selling (deliver for a payment) or selling (placing bandage, compress girdle or dressing).  It can
also be the name of a strip of cloth that is applied or placed to protect an injury or wound.  Cure, band-aid, dressing,
compress, girdle. 

vendaval
In Colombia we usually say Gale to an atmospheric phenomenon characterized by very strong winds accompanied by
rain and thunderstorms.  ventarron.  Blizzard, strong winds, hurricane-force winds.

vendedora de chance
Woman in Colombia sells El Chance, a game of chance that consists of trying to guess what will be the winning
numbers of a lottery.  Play daily and with different lotteries.

vendita
Diminutive bandage.  In Colombia cures, Band-Aid.  Adhesive bandage used to cover small wounds.

veneca
Venezuelan woman or Venezuelan.  Although many consider it pejorative, the origin is actually simple and healthy, it
means colombio-venezolana.  Person or woman who lives on the border between Colombia and Venezuela, which
usually has two nationalities, has family on both sides of the border and identity of the two countries.  .

venecia
Italian city famous for its canals and its idyllic gondola rides.

veneco



It means colombo-venezolano, who lives on the border of the two countries and has both nationalities.  It has become
common to believe that only refers to the Venezuelan people and that it is derogatory, but not so.  At the border, there is
a great exchange and there is a true brotherhood between most, Venezuelan children spend a bridge every day to
study, get there friends and friends, in future form families colombovenezolanas and their children can be both sides. 
The border exists only for the bad politicians and militarists.  Regarding offenses are given but not with the term veneco
or Colombian, but with washers that are added.  .  .  .  . as with any other name or nickname.

venera
Name of a Soviet space program.  Probe sent by the Soviet Union to Venus.  It means Venus, the Greek goddess.  It
can also be an inflection of venerating, which means worshipping, idolizing, respecting, revering, admiring.  Shell, each
of the two leaflets of certain mollusks.  Insignia that knights and military wear hanging on their chests. 

venerado
It means that it is object of veneration and worship.  That is considered sacred.  Treated with consideration, respect. 
Adored, respected, honored, idolized, revered, admired.

venéreo
It means that spreads or transmitted by sexual contact.

venia
It is a reverential greeting or it is an unconditional support.  It means acceptance, approval, consent, permission,
authorization, support, conformity, license-consent.  It can also mean greeting, reverence, inclination, courtesy, homage.

venidero
Coming soon, that will happen soon, which is come or happen.  That is on its way, which is the next incoming.

veniliornis
It means bird that has a band or a wave.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the Picidae family.  They are known as
carpenters or Woodpecker.

venirse a tierra
To fall violently, to topple, to overthrow.  It refers to something that is very high, that is high or that flies.

venoclisis
It is also often called peripheral venous catheterization.  It is a term used in medicine and refers to the equipment used
to establish a permeable pathway between a container of solution and the venous bloodstream.  It is the introduction of
a liquid into the light of a vein. 

ventajas de multifacetico
It refers to the advantages that can have a person that can occur in different facets, faces and aspects. Is defined as a
person who is able to play several different trades with solvency

ventanal
A set of several windows in a construction or building.  Very large window. 



ventanilla
Window diminutive.  Small window, usually recessed in a thin wall or in any kind of vehicle (train, car, plane). 

ventaquemada
It is the name of a Colombian municipality, which belongs to the Province of Centro in the Department of Boyacá.  There
is the Boyacá Bridge.

ventarrón ventisca
Ventarrón and blizzard are natural phenomena where there is the presence of very strong winds.

ventearse
It means take air, take advantage of the wind, known, fanning is, vent, breath, orear is.  In Colombia also vented means
sniffing is, sense, sense, suspect.

venticuatro
It's a number.  Two dozen.  Number of hours of the day .  In Colombia, the name of a venomous snake of the genus
Bothrops.  We also call it size X, mapaná, cuatronarices.

ventilación
Ventilate action or effect .  Action of allowing air or wind to enter and circulate through an enclosure.  Air. 

ventilar
It's allowing air to circulate through an enclosure.  Air. 

ventisca
In Colombia we usually say blizzard to an atmospheric phenomenon characterized by very strong winds and
accompanied by rains and thunderstorms.  In some places it is accompanied by hail or snow.  Gale.  gale, strong winds,
hurricane winds. 

ventolero
In Colombia Ventolero and better still winds means stubbornness, foolishness, obsession, fixation, obstinacy.  Porfía,
insistence.  Fixed and recurrent desire or idea.  It can also mean Ventisquero, a place where wind blows.

ventorrillo
Mild or low intensity wind.  Small shop or neighborhood awning.  Street vendor.  Diminutive of ventorro . 

ventorro
Gentle wind.  Light or low intensity wind.  Type of shop or small street vending. 

ventosas
Containing wind or air. Vacuum pump to suck. Elements that use an Octopus to catch their prey. Seasons with many
gusts of wind. In Colombia we also say chupas.



ventosidad
Fart .  Flatus, flatulence.  Air or intestinal gas that is expelled through the anus. 

ventrílocuo
Literally, speaking with the stomach or belly.  He is a person who modifies his voice in such a way that he makes it
appear to come from somewhere else or from afar.  It usually seems like they're going to talk to dolls or animals.  They
try not to move their lips. 

ventrudo
It means very large belly.  Pronounced abdomen.  Belly, panzón, panzudo, belly, tripón. 

ventura
It is a male name.  It is of Latin origin and means that it predicts happy events.  Bliss, happiness, fortune, chance,
chance, luck.

venus pandemus
Venus Pandemus or Afrodita Pandemus was the goddess of mere physical love. She was the daughter of Zaus and
Dione, was the common Aphrodite, the Aphrodite of the people, la Afrodita Joven. When the Greek philosophers
established the two different Afroditas in the 5th century BC, divided them into Pandemus and Urania.

venusinos
It means related to the planet Venus.

venustiano
It means beautiful, beautiful, attractive.  It looks like Venus.  It is used as a male name and has Latin origin. 

veña
It means vein, veined also came, consent, acceptance, consent, approval, approval, permit, authorization, sign or signal.

vera
It is a surname of Spanish origin and is a name of Latin origin woman means truth, seeking truth and faith.

veraces
It means true, true, real.  They don't lie.  Tight to reality. 

veracruz
It means true cross or true cross.  Cross on which Jesus Christ was crucified.  It can refer to Good Friday.  Name of a
State and a City of Mexico, being the official name of the State Veracruz of Ignacio de la Llave.  It is the main port of
Mexico.  Name of a town in Tolima in Colombia, which belongs to the municipality of Alvarado.  Name of a municipality
of Honduras in the Department of Copán.  Name of Spanish Municipality in the Province of Jaén and also was the old
name of Beranuy, in the Province of Huesca.  Name of corregimiento in Panama, which belongs to the Province of
Panama Oeste.  In Mexico there are other cities called Veracruz in the states of Durango and Chíapas. 

veranero



That is typical of the summer.  Veraniejo.  Resisting drought or that it flowers in the summer.  In Casanare, Colombia, a
veranero pipe is not dry.  It is one of the common names given to the buganvil, bougainvillea, Trinitarian, carmelita or
Santa Rita.

verano
It is the time of year of increased drought, lower humidity.  Time of low water.  Season of the year which follows the
spring and before the autumn.

veraz
It means it speaks the truth, that it is real, that it is true.  It means true, true, sincere, trustworthy, frank, real, authentic.

verbasco
It is one of the common names of a plant, in Spain.  It is also known as barbasque, candelaria, berula, casamo,
verbasco, tripo, gordolobo and other names.  Its scientific name is Verbascum thapsus and belongs to the family
Scrophulariaceae.  

verbe
verbe is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Berbe" being its meaning:<br>I think that question is by Berbe.  It
means having beard, bearded. In Colombia we say having chivera, chiverudo.

verbena
It is the name of a genus and many plants, almost all medicinal, herbaceous and taste bitter.  Yerba santa, Santa Isabel
grass, Holy grass, Yerbuca.  The scientific name of the most common is Verbena officinalis and belongs to the family
Verbenaceae.  In Colombia is a type of dance or party, with orchestras and in the open air.  Party, celebration, fair,
evening, festival.

verbenero
It can be a place where verbenas (herbaceous plant) abound.  It may also refer to a person who is addicted or likes
popular village festivals ( verbena).  He participates in the popular verbenas.

verbo errar
It means making mistakes, committing a mistake, failing, blundering, failing.  It can also mean wandering, wandering,
aimless walking, wandering, wandering.  Go back and forth. 

verboides
Told verboides to verbal inflections that look more like a noun, adjective, or adverb than a form of conjugation.  Usually
in these cases, the infinitive seems more a noun, participle seems more an adjective or the gerund seems more an
adverb.  Examples: 1.  For the case of infinitive the verb seem substantive.  It is that love and desire are not the same,
the degree of engagement is different. 2.  For the case of the participle adjective-sounding.  I like to eat fried egg. 3.  In
the case of the gerund which seems an adverb.  When simultaneity of action reflected: I was bathing.  Or that indicates
mode: Juanita came running and crying.

verborragia
It's the same as verbiage.  It is the vice of speaking using many words (many veves fancy and misused) unnecessarily. 
It is widely used by politicians trying to convince the public and get more followers. 



verbosidad
It's ease of speaking, eloquence.  Ability to speak, chat, or talk.  Chatter, verbiage, abundance of words in the allocution.
 Ease of expression. 

verciones
3.90m33 is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Versions." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is versions.
It is the plural version. It is each one of the translations of the original text. It is the way in which each person tells a
happening or event. In art and literature is the way how a work is interpreted or adopting a text. In medicine it is to
change the position of a fetus to facilitate childbirth. Each of the modifications that are performed to a software program.

verdad
It means reality, evidence, certainty, certainty.

verdadero
It means that it is affirmative, which is true.  Which is true.  Real, true, authentic, truthful, reliable.  positive, sincere. 

verdal
It is the name of a municipality in Norway, located in the Trondelag Region (in central Norway).  Name of a football team
from the same city.  It has all green, which is green. 

verde
The name of a color (the name of the leaves of the plants).  Name of a political party from many countries that identifies
with environmentalists.  Surname of Italian footballer who plays for Spezia.  Its full name is Daniele Verde and occupies
the position of striker.  Last name of a Spanish footballer who died and whose full name was Luis Víctor Verde
Ballesteros .  The term can be associated with plants or ecological aspects.   Acronym for "Long live the King of Spain". 
War cry of the fans of The National Athletic of Colombia.  referred to fruits, which is immature, quer still cannot be
consumed. 

verde amarela
In Portuguese yellow green, green and yellow.  Way to call the jersey of the Brazilian national football team or the
national team itself. 

verdes
It means that they are not or are mature.  Biches .  Plural of green (the color) .  Name given in Colombia to the militants
of the political party Alianza Verde. 

verdialba
It means it combines the green and white colors.  Another of the many ways to call the jersey and the fanatic of Atlético
Nacional in Colombia.  Name of one bar of Deportivo Cali and another of Nacional . 

verdín
Light green color of the young leaves or regrowths.  A layer that appears on damp surfaces due to the presence of fungi
and mold.  A green layer that forms in stagnant water (by algae and fungi).  Green. 

verdolaga



Relating to the Colombian Football Club Atlético Nacional.  It means that it is green.  Name of a herbaceous plant, of the
family Portulaceae.  It is also known as borzolaga, portulaca, nuncanuere, cat's tongue. 

verdolagas
Plural of verdolaga .  It is the name of a medicinal plant.  Green fans .  Atletico Nacional fans.  Nickname given in
Colombia to Atlético Nacional. 

verdugo
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Person who executes a death row inmate.  Torturer, martyrs.  Type of
this thing used by the bullfighter or matador.  Common name of a carnivorous bird of very predatory customs.  They
belong to the genus Lanius (meaning butcher in Latin) and to the family Laniidae.  They are also known as prosecutors,
warblers, butcher birds or impaling birds.

verduguillo
It is a very short sword that is used for the final of the bulls.  It is a sprat topped penetration near the tip.  Short dagger,
dagger or knife.  Punaleta.  In North America is one of the common names of a carnivorous bird.  Its scientific name is
Lanius ludovicianus, belongs to the family Laniidae, also called Alacaudones.  Characterized by inserting their prey
(lizards especially) in large spikes or trees or cactus spines.

verdulera
In Colombia it may be a woman or a person who grows or sells vegetables, but the greatest meaning is for a woman
who is very rude and sober, who has no qualms about insulting or fighting with others.  pachuco.

verdura
Name given to vegetables (mostly green and leafy) that are grown in the garden.  Greenery, quality or intensity of green.
 In Colombia green story or joke of double meaning and usually rude or sexual content. 

verecundia
It means blush, shame, shyness, grief, turmoil. 

vereda
In several countries in Latin it means road, trail, trail.   In Colombia is a division political and administrative of the rural
areas of a municipality, as well as in the cities are the districts and communes.  They are run by a Junta de Acción
Comunal.  In Argentina the sidewalk is the pedestrian zone between a road and buildings.  Pedestrian path.  Sidewalk,
platform, sardinel, parapet.

veredicto
It means decision of a judge or authority, ruling, opinion, resolution, judgment. 

veredita
Diminutive sidewalk.  It means caminito, little hike.

vergajo
In Colombia is a kind of whip, rejo or dog catcher could be used to punish infants and flogging the beasts.  It was also an
insulting way to treat children to chastise them.  It had a pejorative meaning that amounted to lazy, Lout, bum, lazy,



shameless, shameless, muergano.  Virile member of del toro, dry red way.

vergel
Place where plants, flowers fruits and vegetation in general abound.  Pensil, garden, forest.  Name of a hacienda and a
neighborhood in Ibagué.  Name of a Valencian village, in Spain.

vergogna
It is a word in the Italian language that means shame. 

vergonzosa
That you feel embarrassed or that you cause embarrassment.  It can cause embarrassment, flushing or flushing.  It is
also another of the common names given to the plant called roostery, opium poppy, sensitive, nometoques , moriviví Its
scientific name is Mimosa pudica and it belongs to the Fabaceae family. 

verguenzudo
verguenzudo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Verguenzudo." being its meaning:<br>Said person that you
have great shame, given penalty for everything. Shy, blushed, retracted, gradient.

verguero
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast and some parts of Venezuela means chaotic situation, disorder, mess, confusion,
entanglement, hair, fight, quarrel.  You can also denote a lot, a lot, infinity.  Also in Nautical, it is the place where the
rods or masts of small sailboats are placed. 

verguero - verguera
On colombia's Atlantic Coast it means mess, fight, hair, quarrel. 

vergüenzas
It is the plural of shame.  Means shyness, embarrassment, blushing, Peña, pregnancy, shame, disgrace, scandal.  In
Colombia, by extension: testicles.

vericueto
Site with difficult access.  Place where you can only travel with great difficulty.  Road rough, narrow and tortuous. 
Crashed path.  Complication, difficulty, setback.  Something that hinders the normal development of a project.  It is used
more in plural ( vericuetos ).

verija
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains means testicle, Geva.  It also means under belly, pubis, crotch.  It is
used more in the plural.

veril
In some parts of Spain, it means edge, edge, berm (roadside or road).  Relative to the vera (edge, edge.  coast). 
Coastal waters, sea border. 

veritas



It's a Latin word that means Truth.  Named after a Roman goddess, daughter of Saturn and Virtus (Virtue), she
personified truth.  He lived at the bottom of the sacred well.  Sincerity, Truthfulness.  Veritas, in Greek mythology, was
equivalent to Aletheia.  It is the name of an asteroid (490). 

verídico
It means that it is true, that it is truthful, reliable.  That leaves no doubt.  Credible, it conforms to the truth. 

verífico
I think there's a tilde left in verific or they ask for true.  In the latter case, true means that it is true, it is true, it is true,
confirmed.  But you may be asking for verifiable, which is the case I say would not carry tilde.  If so, it is a turning point
to verify that it means to test or check that something that was doubted, whether it is true or true ( true).

verja
It means lattice, fence, fence, fence, gated.  In Colombia it is a type of metal enclosed, grille.

verjas
It is an architectural element that is used to make fences or divisions. They are usually iron ornamentation. Trellis or
fence to narrow, close, defend or separating spaces, serves as protection and as an ornament.

verme
It means worm or worm.  It means caterpillar, helminth, larva, gusarapo. 

vermibato
It's a way of calling the Vermish.  They are medicinal medicines or preparations that serve to fight or eliminate intestinal
parasites, also called worms or "worms".

vermivora
It means eating worms or worms.  It is the name of a genus of bird in the Parulidae family.  They are known as warblers,
about or you chipes.

vermivoro
The correct term is vermivore, tilde.  It means he eats worms.  It is a word made up of two Latin roots : vermi ( worm )
and voro (who eats). 

vermívoro
It means that it feeds on worms, caterpillars or worms. 

vermo
It's a word of Latin origin.  It means worm or caterpillar.  It derives from the Latin word vermis .  Insect larvae. 

vermutera
Related to vermouth .  It sells vermouth or contains vermouth.  Type of drink where snacks are served.  



vernación
In Botany is the way how arise the first leaves of a bud.  before the opening of the branch.  It is a synonym of
prefoliacion (before forming the leaves).

vernaculos
vernacular is incorrectly written and should be written as vernacular ( 41 tilde; he always carries.  being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is vernacular ( 41 tilde; he always carries.  Means the area of the site, the place, own,
native, local, domestic, Creole, indigenous, traditional, insito, inherent.  Common names used in the region.

vernal
It means relative to spring or summer.  Name of the spring equinox or summer solstice. 

vernácula
It means that it is typical of a region or country.  Local, regional, autochthonous. 

vernáculo
It means accustomed, used by the common or by all in a region or territory.  Typical of a region or a country. 
Autochthonous, native, local, regional. 

vernier
It is the name of a town and a commune in the Swiss Canton of Geneva is the surname of a French mathematician
named Pierre Vernier, who invented many precision instruments.  Mean caliper.  It is the name of a rocket propellant.

veronal
In medicine and pharmacology it is the name of a drug.  Derived from barbiturate acid, used as a sleeping pill and
tranquilizer. 

veronika
It is Veronica Slavonic version.  It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means which achieves the victory, victorious.

verosim il
il verosim is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Plausible" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is plausible.
It means that you can believe, that it is credible, true.

verosimil
The correct term is plausible (tilde).  It means probably verifiable, provable, credible, possible, feasible, viable, so-called,
potential.

verronizar
The correct term is berronizar, with b.  It means filled with people from El Berrón, filled with berronenses, make them or
acuen as berronenses.  Berrón is a town in Asturias, Spain.

verrucaria
It is one of the common names given to a herbaceous plant, of the family Boraginaceae.  It is also usually called



verruguera, heliotrope, alacranera, ferrucaria, jaramago.  Its scientific name is Heliotropium europaeum.  It has
medicinal uses such as choleretic, cholagogue, febrifuge and emmenagogue. 

versatilidades
Plural of versatility.  It means ability to perform different jobs or trades.  It's good for a lot of things.  Quality of being used
in multiple ways.  Turning, changing. 

verschore
verschore is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Verschonen" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Verschonen. It is a word in German language which means replacement.

verseador
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast means minstrel, poet, persona makes you verses to life and singing all
the time.

versero
In the Cone south of South America, is used to mean cheat, scammer, scammer or to say galante, poet, courteous,
considerate, chivalrous.  In Colombia is a minstrel making verses, which sings to life.  Verseador.

versuade
versuade is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Persuades" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way of
pronouncing the word persuades, by people with speech defects.

verter regar
Release or release liquids.  Drain.  It means drain, shed, empty, throw, transfer, lend.

vertiginosas
Plural of vertiginosa .  It means they produce vertigo.  They cause fear, for getting done very quickly.  They happen in a
short time.  Fast, fast, precipitated, dynamic, fast, accelerated. 

vertiginoso
It means it causes vertigo, which causes vertigo or dizziness.  It also means fast, fast, raudo, precipitated, dynamic. 

vertir
Although it is a very generalized mean shed, empty, spread form, it is not a right way.  The correct term is pour, which
means overflow, spillage, empty, either from one container to another or from a bowl on the floor, a liquid or something
very often as a powder or flour.  Inflections of pouring, must start with vert, therefore tell virtio, or cornflour is something
wrong.

vervodea
vervodea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Glib" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
verbiage. Means, rant, cart, annoying and pointless someone's speech. Refrain.

vesalica



It is the name of a dish of Serbia.  In essence are strips of roast beef.

vesánico
It means crazy, insane.  Little rope person, person who has lost his mind.  He doesn't think.  Orate, disturbed, crazy,
defied.  It can also be synonymous with crazy, absurd, extravagant, eccentric.

vesdo
Vesdo is the name of a Switzerland of consultancy and engineering company that works for the countries of the
European Union.

vesga
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of Spanish footballer, called Mikel Vesga, who currently plays at
Leganes.

vesícula biliar
It is a small bag located in the liver and whose function is to produce bile. 

vespa velutina
The right thing to do is Vespa velutina, because the scientific name.  It means hairy wasp or hairy wasp.  It's the
scientific name of a wasp.  belongs to the Vespidae family.  It is known as an Asian wasp.  It's very voracious and
basically feeds on bees. 

vespasia
Vespasia is a name of a woman of Latin origin and means she looks like a wasp.  like a wasp.  Variant , Vespasiana .

vespertilio
It means awake.  It is the name of a genus of chiropters (bats).

vespertino
It means that it runs or is done in the afternoon hours.  That happens during the afternoon hours.  In Morning Colombia it
is synonymous with newspaper or news that circulates in the afternoons.  In our country almost disappeared the evening
newspapers.

vesta
In mythology she was the virgin goddess of the home.  It was equivalent to Hestia of the Greeks.  She was the sister
sister of Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Juno, and Ceres, as she was a daughter of Saturn and Ops.  Name of an asteroid . 

vestigio
It means trace, footprint, trace, signal, hint, track, trail, residue.  Memory, ruin, relic. 

vestigios
Plural of vestige .  It means traces, footprints, traces, signs, signs, clues, s them, debris.  Memory, ruin, relic. 



vestiglos
monsters is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Vestiges" being its meaning:<br>I think that they sought to
ask for traces. It means traces, traces, traces, signs, signs, tracks, stelae, waste. Memory, ruin, relic.

vestuario
It may refer to a person's set of clothing.  Also to the place where the garments are changed or the garments are
supplied to the artists.  In Colombia it is synonymous with clothing, clothing, suit, clothing, clothing, clothing, clothing,
attire.  Way to introduce yourself. 

vestuarista
Person who is in charge of supplying the costumes to the theatre actors.  Costume person.

veta
Mining is the same that vein or reef.   It is a mineral mass which filled a rocky crevice.

vete
Inflection to go or go.  Imperative way to go or go.  It means moving from here to there, so it's from here to a remote
place.  Get away, go, stand down.

veteado
It means that it has veins.  It has colored stripes or girdles that protrude over another background color.  Marbled ,
colored with pints, veins or girdles.  Natural coloring of a wood. 

veterana
It means adult and experienced woman.  Expert, connoisseur.

veterano
It means old, major, having experience, expert, expert, knowledgeable.  Retired military, who participated in a war. 
Common name for a bird, also known as estrilda carinaranja, its scientific name is Estrilda amandava and belongs to the
family Estrildidae.

veté
Vetof, which means censor, oppose, prohibit, prevent.  Disapprove.

vetona
Name of a pre-Roman people who inhabited northwestern Spain and Ancient Lusitania.  Name of a western region of
the Iberian Peninsula.  Woman or person who belonged to the Veton people.  Name of a region covering the Provinces
of Zamora, Salamanca and Avila in Spain. 

vetusta
It means old, decrepit.  Old-fashioned, aged, outdated, decadent, ruinous.  They look like ruins. 

vetusto
It means old, old, old, old, old, old,old, old-fashioned, deciduous, squabble, decrepit, rickety.



vetuzta
The correct term is ancient, with S.  You mean very old, deteriorated, Ajada, stale, old, old, archaic, used, worn.

veví
Vevi is not a word in the Spanish language. The correct term is drank. Turning to drink. Take a liquid, take liquor, libar.
Vevi or Vevi is a place of Greece ( 41 Macedonia; where was a battle of the second world war.

vexilo
Vexil or Vexila was a type of small sail used by the Romans as an emblem, flag or standarde.  Pennant.  The Latin term
was vexillum.  In botany, it is the name given to the upper, or posterior, petal of the papillionated (butterfly-shaped)
corolla, usually larger than the remaining four.  Nortorian beards and lateral some feathers of birds. 

vexiloide
It means it's shaped like a flag.  Flag, gallant, banner, banner, banner.  Flags of antiquity that were formed with a
wooden pole and at one end wore furs, feathers or necklaces with teeth and bones.

vexilólogo
A knowledgeable person about vexilology, which is the science that studies flags or banners. 

vezao
It is not a word in the Spanish language. In Bosnian means tied, tied.

védica
It means related to the vedas.  In Sanskrit language means knowing, wise.  It makes reference to the loa books prior to
Hinduism, sacred of ancient India.

véneto
Name of a Region of Northeastern Italy.  Concerning Venice .   Name of an avenue in Rome (Via Veneto). 

vértigos
Plural of Vertigo.  You mean dizziness, dizziness, fainting, fading.  It can also mean speed, quickness, haste.

viable
It means that it can be developed or executed.  That it is possible or achievable, feasible, doable.  Useful, practicable. 

viajero en yola
Sailor or navigator of a very small and rustic sailing boat.   On the Internet or Computer Can be a user of Yola, Yola
navigator, a website builder for non-experts.

vialino, na
It is the name given to a fan or fan of the Vial team, from Chile's second division.  The full name of the team is Arturo
Fernández Vial and is based in the City of Concepción.  His T-shirt is black and yellow striped ( aurinegra).  Officially it's
celebrating 117 years of foundation. 



vianda
Food or food very well prepared.  It means dish, food, potting, delicacy, food, sustenance.  It is used more in plural.  It's
nice to eat it.

viandero
A person who serves or sells food (fast food).

viáticos
On the trip, or to track the displacement.  Money that is given to employees who must leave in Commission outside the
City headquarters of work.  They are used in charges own trip as tickets, hotels, fuel supply, tolls, communications, etc. 
A rate established in the companies as compensation for having to leave the permanent and regular seat of work is
included in the per diem.  Returning from Commission makes a refund or return if you spare money or on the other hand
if you spent more legally, expenditures are legalized.  In antiquity, was a tax that was paid to move by land of a feudal
Lord.  Within some Christian religions is the extreme unction or the preparation for the eternal journey of the faithful that
is about to die.  Sacramento.

vibilia-
In Roman Mythology it was the name of a goddess, who was invoked by lost travelers.  Name of an asteroid ( 144 ) . 

vibra
Inflection of vibrating, which means shaking, oscillating, waving, cinging, trembling.  It is also considered a vibration
apocope.  Another meaning is feeling, feeling, desire, longing, omen. 

vibráfono
It is a percussion musical instrument, similar to a marimba or a xylophone, but with the difference that in each platelet
vibration has a resonator tube to be wide and hence the sound.  Platelets are usually aluminum.  It is also called vibes.

vibrisas
In botany it is the name given to the rigid and sensory hairs of some insectivorous plants.  They are also called rigid and
sensory hairs that many mammals have.  Cat or fox whiskers. 

vicaria de coro
The correct term is Vicar of choir.  It refers to the Vicariate, Diocese, or Venezuelan religious Division that depends on or
is the Capital of the State of the Falcon and its surroundings.

vicario
A person who represents or replaces someone of great value.  That represents the highest authority.  It can mean
Bishop.  Religious of highest authority.  Who helps or replaces someone in their duties.

vicecolista
It means he shares the last place. 

vicecolista
It means he shares the last place. 



vicentino
That it has a relationship with Vincent or San Vicente.  It may be with San Vicente Ferrer or Paúl de San Vicente.  Priest
of the Congregation Vicentina.

vicera
Community or multi-owner herds.  Corral where this type of herds is kept.  Shepherdess of a communal or community
flock. 

viceras
Gut is a familiar or colloquial way of referring to the Viceralgina. VICERALGINA is indicated for the acute spasm of the
gastrointestinal tract. Spasm and biliary dyskinesia. Spasm of the urinary tract is presented in ampoules and in tablets.
Guts, they are the internal organs of the abdomen and visor is the movable part of a helmet.

viche
On the Colombian Pacific Coast and especially among black communities is a type of crafted liqueur.  Homemade or
handmade brandy.  They also write it with b.

viciosa
It means addict, person who uses drugs.  It can also mean imperfect, defective, dissolute, corrupted, libertine, perverse,
crapulous, spoiled. 

viciosos
Vicious plural .  People who have vices or addictions.  Unbridled, drug addicted, depraved, corrupted, immoral, addicted,
dissolute.

victimario
Person aggressor, person that causes victims to commit a crime.  Murderer, robber, thug, murderer, Hitman, offender,
offender.

victoria
It is synonymous with success, achievement, conquest, triumph, prize. Name of woman of origin Latin and means which
has triumphed.  It tells them familiarly Vicky.

victoria principal
principal Victoria is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 main victory; Name own ). "being its
meaning:"<br>The correct term is Victoria Principal.  It is the name of a film actress who acted in the Dallas series.  His
full name is victory main beef and is of Filipino descent.  He was born in Japan and has American citizenship.

victorino
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means the one who triumphs, the winner.  It is variant of Victor . 

vicuñas
Plural of vicuña.  It is the name of a South American camelid mammal.  Its scientific name is Vicugna vicugna is the
family Camelidae.  It is related to the llama and the alpaca.  It is also the name of a Spanish town in the province of
Álava.  The name of a commune in the region of Coquimbo in Chile.  In Chile is a surname of Spanish origin.



vid
It is one of the common names given to the plant and fruit of the grape.  It is the name of a climbing plant, provided with
tendrils and cutos fruits are the bunches of grapes.  Name of several species of plants of the genus Vitis, popularly
called grapes or vines.  They belong to the Vitaceae family.  From its fruits the wine is prepared. 

vida
Period of time between birth and death.  Quality of organic beings or living beings.  Ability to be live birth, grow,
reproduce and die.  Last name of football player from Croatia whose name is Domagoj life and plays of Defender or
steering wheel.  The name of a popular in the 70's, romantic ballad.

vida perdurable
It is a term that appears almost at the end of the Catholic creed.  It refers to that we believe in the resurrection of the
dead and eternal life, the afterlife spiritual carnal.  In some Latin countries it says.    ".  .  .  .  .  . and we believe in the
resurrection of the dead and a future world ( or a future life ) , amen.

video
is a system that allows you to record images and sounds on a magnetic tape and then play them back several times. 
Images that have been recorded with that system.  Apparatus by which these same tapes are reproduced. 

video tape
Ancient method of storing image files, by using tapes or films.  Video.  Video tape.  Film archive.  The video tape is a
term in English to define a file of images on a tape.

video-llamada
It is a type of telephone communication in which people who speak can be observed directly (in real time).  It can be
done by means of various devices (cell phone, computer.  Tablet ) and by various means or operators ( Skype , Zoom ,
Microsoft Teams ). 

vides
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Plural of vine, grape or vine plants.  It is a surname originating in the
Province of Navarra.

vidilla
Diminutive life.  Derogatory way of referring to life.  Very poor quality life. 

vidriera
Person or woman who manufactures or sells glass.  Furniture mostly made of glass that is used to display products that
are for sale.  Display cabinet.  exhibitor.  Glass showcase. 

vidua
It is a genus of bird in the Viduidae family.  They are known as widows or attract.

vieira
It is a surname of Galician and Portuguese origin.  It can be considered synonymous with villa or hamlet.  Small
population .  There are many localities in Portugal, Brazil and Galicia that are called Vieira.  Last name of former French



footballer named Patrick Vieira . 

vieja
Elderly woman, adult.  In Colombia it is a loving way to refer to mom.  Mother.  Object of quite time of use .  Old,
long-lived, grandmother, veteran, senile, achacosa, old, used, worn, ajada.

vieja gloria
Person who long ago had very outstanding achievements in any field, especially in sport.  Sports reference.

viejecita
Diminutive of old and old woman.  Sweet little old lady.  The poor old woman, is a poetry of Rafael Pombo.

viejenials
Colloquial and somewhat offensive way to call the elderly, old or seniors, especially by young people.

viejo sol
"Viejo Sol" is the name of a song by Argentine rock singer Daniel Melingo, on the Album H2O.  Name that was given to
the currency of Peru, which circulated between 1931 and 1985.  It was replaced by Inti between 1985 and 1991.  From
1991 to 2015 the currency unit was called "Nuevo Sol" and from that year it is only called Sun.

vielka
It is a name of woman of Polish origin.  It means magna, big, superior, excellent, excellent, magnificent, the best.  Name
of a Dominican presenter, named Vielka Veronica Valenzuela Lama.  She has also been an actress and model of
Mexican TV.  Name of a Mexican folk singer named Vielka Nájera Vega.  Vielka Gil, she's a Panamanian model.  Vielka
Rodríguez is an Ecuadorian TV presenter, from BLN La Competencia.  Vielka Prieto is a Venezuelan model and singer. 

vien japi
Vien japi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Well happy." being its meaning:<br>" vien japi "   ( Well happy )
is a very humorous and colloquial way of trying to say very well, very happy. It is used in jocular way by young people.

vienna
Name of several cities in the United States.  One belongs to Fairfax County, in the State of Virginia, another to Dooly
County, State of Georgia.  one more to Johnson County in the State of Illinois.  Another city called Vienna, is from
Maries County, Missouri.  Another one is from Wood County.  State of West Virginia.  In addition there are many towns
and localities with that name throughout the country, perhaps because of Vienna, the Capital of Austria.  The word is of
Celtic origin meaning peak or peak (also white city). 

viento
The wind is the moving air.  It is also a type of musical instrument, which is usually played by blowing.  Name of a
beautiful song by Pablus Gallinazus.  It is also synonymous with gas, flato, windy, fart, flatulence.  In Colombia it is an
expression used to animate or aupar .

viento etesio
Dry summer wind coming from the North of the Aegean Sea. 



vierdes
It is a town of the province of Leon, ( In the community of Castilla-Leon ). It is located within a national park called Picos
de Europa.

viergela
Viergella is also used.  It is considered a variant of Virgelina.  It is used as a woman's first name and also exists as a
surname.  It means very faithful and dedicated, of great purity. 

vierten sus aguas
It is an inflection of pouring.  It means they drain, joining, flow, they drain.  They indicate that the waters of these streams
are tributaries of other larger or higher.  Increased the volume of water.

viga
Engineering is a synonym for support, base.  Madero, traviesa, sill, sleeper, strut, post.  Building block upon which rests
the weight of the work.  A ceiling bracket.  Naughty or madero from which it is possible to hang heavy items.

vigatán
It means that it is originally from Vich, a town in the Province of Barcelona, in Catalonia.  Originally from Vich, a native of
Vich, which is relative to Vich.  It can also be used as a Gentile of Vich, Vicense, Vigitano, Ausense, Ausetano or
Ausonense. 

vigesimosegunda
It means that it ranks 22nd in a list or a classification.  It's happened 22 times.

vigilia
It means unveiling, insomnia, lack of sleep.  It is also the fact of being awake, vigilant, attentive.  Ceremony that takes
place on the eve of a great holiday.

vigintillón
In Mathematics it is a supremely large amount.  It is a one followed by 120 zeros and is also called Shannon's number. 

vigorizante
It means that it produces vigor.  It increases energy, potency or vigor.  That gives new to something.  That revitalizes. 

vigorizándola
It means nurturing, feeding them, giving force.

vigorosa
It means it has a lot of vigour, it has a lot of energy.  Strong, powerful, vital, brisk, powerful, energetic.  reluctant, burly.

vigorosidad
It means strength, vitality.  Characteristic or quality of the vigorous.  Power, strength, verve, power, energy,
Reciedumbre.



vigueta
It is a diminutive of beam, beam short and narrow, secondary beam.  It can be of wood or metal.  Under construction is
an iron bar or sidewalk very resistant laminate.

vigüela
It is a wrong way of referring to the vihuela, but it is used and accepted in Mexico.  Stringed instrument similar to the
guitar or the mandolin, old.  Pressed with a plectrum.

vila
It is a surname in the Department of Tolima in Colombia. The first airport in the interior of Colombia is called Ernesto
Vila. It is a form of Villa. Vila is a village in Portuguese. Vila is the name of several locations: one in Argentina, one in
Brazil and another in Portugal.

vilano
In Botany is the set of hairs, bristles or scales that border a flower or a fruit.  Hairs can be simple or feathery.  It is also
called papus ( or papo ).  Apical hair plume.

vilela
It is a group of languages spoken by indigenous people in the North of Argentina and parts of Bolivia and Paraguay. 
Related to the Lules and the Tonocotes.  Indigenous people who speak that language.  Vilela people is very small and
live in Chaco, Santiago del Estero and Salta.

vilipendio
It means denigration, contempt.  Action and effect of vilifying, which means dishonoring, demeaning, mocking, insulting,
insulting.  Insult, insult, offense, humiliation, derision, dishonor.  Degradation. 

vilista
vilista is incorrectly written and should be written as "Vilista or where." being its meaning:<br>Vilista or better where is a
follower of the doctrines of Francisco Villa ( Pancho Villa ) who was among other things the Elimination of the estates. A
supporter of the political and social movement of agrarian character formed by Doroteo Arango in Mexico ( Pancho Villa
) that he sought a proper distribution of the land.

villa
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  House located in the rural area or in the countryside .  Recreation house. 
It is a type of settlement in which people of loan live and reflects greater hierarchy than village or village.  It was usually
made up of a main building where the owners and other homes around it lived where relatives, relatives and workers
lived. 

villagrán
VILLAGRAN is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Villagran." being its meaning:<br>It is a surname of Spanish
origin.  It is common is Mexico.  It is a municipality of Mexico in the State of Guanajuato.

villana
Very bad woman, antagonist of a drama.  Unworthy, cruel, evil woman.  It can also be the one born in a villa, village,
local.



villanella
In Music is a vocal form of the Italian Renaissance.  It also received the names of villanesca, canzone villanesca alla
neapolitana, aria neapolitana, canzone neapolitana, villanella alla neapolitana.  Song of Neapolitan origin.  Rustic song
in the Neapolitan style.  The word as such means girl of the villa. 

villano
It means that you live in a villa, which means very small city or it is also a settlement in the countryside, on a farm or
house outside the city.  It also means unworthy, vile, evil, roaring.  He does vileness, villainies or evils.  Bad boy. 

villanos
Antagonistic and evil characters from the series.  Base, vile and unworthy.

villanuevero
He is the gentile of the natives of Villanueva.  Villanueva is the name of several Colombian municipalities.  One is in the
Santander Department, another from the Department of La Guajira and one from the Department of Casanare.  There
are also villages called Villanueva in Spain.  Related to Villanueva or residing in Villanueva . 

villaralbina
Woman or natural person of Villaralbo .  It means that it is native to Villaralbo, a Spanish town in the Province of
Zamora.  Which relates to Villaralbo. 

villaralbino
It means that he is originally from Villaralbo, a Spanish town in the Province of Zamora.  Which relates to Villaralbo. 

villegas
In Colombia colloquially it means money, currency.  It's also called tevillegar.  In our country, it is also a surname of
Spanish origin, common in the Coffee Axis.  Name of a Spanish town in the Province of Burgos . 

villero
It means he lives in a villa.  In Argentina it is derogatory and means that he lives in a squalor village, which lives in a
slum or slum.  In Colombia villero is a honeycomb of villas that is a variety of bumblebees or bumblebees. 

villoria
It is one of the common names of a plant, also known as digital, thimble, foxglove, finger, jiloria, viloria or lobera, of the
family Scrophulariaceae.  It belongs to the genus Digitalis.  Country house . 

villoría
Country house .  Villoria .  It is also one of the common names of a plant, also known as digital, thimble, foxglove,
delicate, jiloria, viloria or lobera, of the family Scrophulariaceae.  It belongs to the genus Digitalis. 

villurca
It is the apocope or colloquial form call Villa Urquiza, a neighborhood in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

villurquenses



It is the adjective of the births in Villa Urquiza Buenos Aires, Argentina.  Residents in Villa Urquiza.

vilordo
A person who lives without encouragement to do something.  Lazy, lazy, idle, lazy, gandul, indolent, drone, slow, heavy,
customize, apathetic.

vimana
It is the mythical name that in Hinduism receives flying ships.  It's a word of Sanskrit origin.  In Arquitectura is a
pyramidal building with a circular base.  In Sanskrit it means science of measurements or measurements.  Surveying. 
The term has become widespread to call it (vimana or vimanam) a mandir, mondir or mandiram, which is a Hindu
temple.

vinazas
They are products derived from the distillation of the must in the fermentation of ethanol.  They can be of various kinds
according to their origin from the molasses: maize, beet, cane sugar, agave, or barley.  They have a high content of
organic matter.

vincentina
Relative to Vincen or Vicenzo (which in Spanish is Vicente).  It means concerning Vincent or St. Vincent (almost always
referring to Saint Vincent de Paul or St. Vincent Ferrer).  Nun of the community of St. Vincent de Paul, also known as
Nuns of Charity, Vincentinas, Vincentnas or Paules.  Name of a small Brazilian municipality, in the state of Mato Grosso
do Sul .  Name of a neighborhood of the city of Quito, in Ecuador.  Name of an asteroid, dedicated to the Italian
astronomer Vincenzo Cerulli. 

vincha
It is a wardrobe accessory widely used by men and women, especially athletes.  It consists of a textile and elastic band
that is placed on the head and surrounds it from the forehead to the nape of the neck.  Balaca, headband. 

vinchuca
In Colombia it is an insect of the family Reduviidae (are not mosquitoes).  This term is used in Uruguay, Chile and
Argentina.  Also known as pito, chirimacha, chinchorro, I chip or bug black.  They are blood-sucking and it can be vector
of trypanosomiasis or Chagas disease.  Its scientific name is Triatoma infestans and the Protozoan parasite that can be
transmitted is the Trypanosoma cruzi.

vinculado
It is an inflection of link.  Connect or bind strongly.  It means join, tie, bind, bind, relational, related, family, append.

vindemiatrix
It means harvester, the one who collects the grapes and crushes them.  Name of a star in the constellation of Virgo.  It
was also known as Vindemiator, Vindemitor and Provindemiator, by the Romans, the Arabs called it Almuredín and
Alaraph.  Other names it has received are Protrigetrix , Epsilon Virginis , Epsilon Vir or 47 Virginis .  Its appearance in
the firmament was an indicator of starting the harvest of the vine. 

vindicación
Action or effect of vindicating .  It means defending, usually in writing, a person who has been insulted or offended. 
Replenish or compensate those who have been slandered or unfairly treated. 



vindicar
It means to defend, support, safeguard, protect, refers to someone who has been offended, humiliated or insulted.  It is
usually done by writing.  Avenge. 

vindicativo
It means spiteful, vindictive.  Inclined to vengeance, acting for revenge.

vini
It is a genus of parrots that exist in Purling.  They are known as parakeets of Samoa.  they belong to the family
Psittaculidae.  Apocope of Vinicius, Brazilian Player of Real Madrid.  Vini is also a prefix that indicates relationship with
wine or vine.

vinifera
It is a Latin word that means to produce wine.  It is the complement of the scientific name of the vid, sarmiento, grape or
vine.  The full scientific name is Vitis vinifera, which means (sarmiento, parra, grape) vine that produces the wine.

vinil
It is also called vinyl.  Vinyl is a material, as the name implies, that is adhesive and pressure sensitive this material is
made with vinyl polymer and a methacrylate polymer. 

vinilo
In Colombia, vinyl is a kind of paint.  Plastic product of industrial origin of great application.  Vinyl chloride.  PVC base.

vino tintillo
It's a slightly lighter kind of red wine.  Reduced red wine or light red wine. 

vinola
In Colombia is a kind of rum making craft and clandestine.  He is obtained from the fermentation and distillation stills, of
the pineapple juice.  The coastal intoxicating drink.

vinotinto
It is the name of a color, which is equivalent to wine color, which is a dark hue of the color purplish red or red.  Purple. 
Nickname given to the Tolima selection in any of its sports for the color of its T-shirt.  They are also called Pijaos.  It is
also valid for Venezuelan selections, for the same reason.  Name of a beautiful Colombian corridor whose author is
Fulgencio García .

vintage
It means retro, old, old, of a certain antiquity.  In Fashion it means costume that was used before and that is reused or
current.  It was elegant and quality a long time ago, fine.  The word as such means harvest, vintage and is an Anglicism.
 for many it also means recycling, reuse.

viñetista
Graphic edge that is dedicated to being vignettes.  It is also possible to call him a cartoonist.  Cartoonist or cartoonist. 



viodelka
It is a woman's name of Polish origin.  It means big, superior, magna.  It is considered a variant of Vielka, which is also a
woman's name of Polish origin.  There are also Viodela and Viodelca. 

violento
It means vehemently, intense, impetuous, brusque, furious, angry, forced, crooked, false, strong.  That acts with
violence.

violeta
Name of woman of Latin origin.  It refers to the plant, its flower, its aroma and its color.  As beautiful as the flower. 
Name of a color.  It is a color of purple or purple hue that is considered intermediate between blue and magenta
(blue-purple). 

violetta
It is a name of English origin woman and means beautiful as the flower that bears his name.  Double TT is the version in
Italian.  It is the name of a telenovel argentina distributed worldwide by Walt Disney.  Violet color.

violín
In music it is a bowed string instrument, for which a bow is used.  It has a figure-of-eight soundboard with 4 strings.  It is
also often called eight. 

vipado
Vipitado or Vipado is an affected by vipit.  It is a new term that will medically continue to be used to refer to a newly
vaccinated Covid and that has as a reaction to the thrombus vaccine.  The term VIPIT corresponds to the acronym for
vaccine-induced immune prothyrombotic thrombocytopenia (VIPIT : by Vaccine-Induced Immune Prothrombotic
Thrombocytopenia ) 

viper
It is the name of a new model of sports car Dodge 2021 (this reference also had a sports car of 1994).  In computer
science.  It is the name of a tool to detect plagiarism in written works.

viper
It means snake, venomous snake, snake that can result in death.

viperinos
They have split or cleaved (split) language.  Associated with snakes and the rattle (family Viperidae).  People
lenguaraces, talkative, gossipy, lenguilargas, lenguonas, cizaneras.

vique
vique is incorrectly written and should be written as "Vique ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Vique is a surname
originating in Navarra, Spanish.

viralización
It means masifying an information.  make it very popular or knowledge of all. 



viralizar
It is massively or popularize information appearing on social networks, almost into a virus.  Spread like viruses.

vireo
In Ornithology, it is the name of a genus of Passerine Birds and the name of an American migratory avecilla and
observed seasonally in central Colombia.  They belong to the family Vireonidae.  They are also known as Verderon,
Julian, Chibí Julian, Juruviara or Chibí.  The scientific name of one of the most representative species is Vireo olivaceus.
 Name of an Oil Field in Colombia, operated by Perenco Colombia. 

virgen
It means pure, who has not known a man, chaste.  That you have not had sexual intercourse (valid for both genders). 
That has not been touched, referring to land that has not been tilled or worked.  Epithet by which Mary Most Holy,
Mother of Jesus and of many holy women and martyrs of the Church, is known.  Jungle where man has not arrived. 
Uncarded wool. 

virgilio
Male name of Latin origin, which means "he who has freshness and greenery".  Young and handsome.  Name of Roman
poet whose full name was Publius Virgil Maron.  He was the author among other works of The Aeneid and the Bucolics. 
Current name of the ancient village of Andes (where the poet Virgil was born) in the Region of Lombardy (Italy) and
which belongs to the Province of Mantua. 

virginal
It means pure, clean, sinless.  It has the characteristics of the Virgin Mary.  Relating to a virgin woman or relating to
Mary Mother of God.  No stain.  Extreme purity. 

virgo
In Colombia is synonymous with virginity, chastity.  Something also makes reference in newly purchased and new, new. 
Zero kilometers.  Imperforate hymen.  Zodiac sign of those born between August 23 and October 22.  Larger
constellation that is seen in the sky.

virgoncho
It means naive, innocent.

virguelas
virguelas is incorrectly written and should be written as "Smallpox or smallpox better." being its meaning:<br>It is a
popular way of calling the smallpox. Said virguelas. They were blisters or bumps forming in the skin of patients with
smallpox. Smallpox was an infectious, contagious, quite serious, disease even in cases leading to death. It is considered
eradicated from the planet, as well as the plague coil.

virguería
It means excessive or unnecessary adornment.  Meticulous fact or event, which is done with great delicacy and
perfection.  Meticulous, detailed. 

virgulilla
Horizontal, short and thin line that is placed above the n to form our letter ñ. 



viri probati
It is a Latin expression meaning "tested men".  It means men who have been married and who are ordained as priests. 
Mature men of proven life and dedicated to the church. 

viril
It means masculine, relative to the male or male.  Clear, clear glass that is placed in front of something (or in front of
something).  Small glass box with thin edges of gold or orio, in which the hosts are kept during Mass.  It is inserted into
the monstrance or kept in a reliquary. 

viril himno nacional
They want to express is sung the national anthem with great force, power and grace. Manly, powerful, determined,
decided, rude.

viril himno nacional
Marcial. To induce progress and respect.

virilla
It means saeta or small, thin arrow.  Flechita, saetica.  Diminutive of vira.  In Costa Rica is the name of a river and a
valley, which is part of the Central Valley.  It also says virilla to the coated ends of a cord (tip, needle) .  Pointed arrow
end.

viringo
It is a word used in Colombia especially in Tolima and Huila.  It means naked, I empeloto, undressed, encuerado,
naked, naked.

virolo
In the Colombian Pacific Coast means person with crossed eyes, squint, cross-eyed, bizcorneto, bisojo.

virome
Microbiology is the term used to define the viral metagenomes from shotgun ( Viral community associated with a
particular or holobionte ecosystem ).

virosis
It is the name given to all kinds of disease caused by a virus.  Infectious disease caused by a . 

virote
It is another of the names of the arrows, darts or arrows of the crossbows.  Type of saeta with circular base on the iron
that allows it to rotate. 

virón
It means chueco, who has crooked feet.  Clog.  Also person with crooked legs or with knees together. 

virtud
Qualities or positive aspects of a person.  Other synonyms are power, merit, benefit, characteristic, attribute, dignity,



temperance, nobility, honesty.

virtus
Roman goddess of bravery and military fortitude.  Model name of cars in Wolkswagen.  Name of an asteroid (494). 

virucida
Virucidal or viricide is a drug that is able to kill or remove a virus. To cure the action or effects of a virus.

virulencia
It means strength, intensity, violence, degree of pathogenicity.  Evil force of a disease.

virulento
Produced by a virus.  Which manifests with intensity.  It means that it acts with sarcasm or irony.  Mocking sarcastic,
satirical, ironic, caustic, corrosive.

virus
In Biology, Medicine and Microbiology it is a type of microorganism that reproduces quickly and can produce severe
infections.  They are pathogenic microorganisms (infectious microscopic agents) and acellular, which can only be
reproduced within the cells of other living organisms.  In computer science it is a harmful or harmful program that is
inoculated in a software or on a computer or computer to alter or damage it.  The Latin word virus has Greek origin and
means toxin, poison.

virusa
In Colombia it means currency, money, banknote, silver.  Cash, circulating, marmaja. 

viruta
The wood waste that remains when brushing it.  Wiry and thin strips of wood.  Name of a Mexican comedian, called
Marco Antonio Campos, eternal companion of Capulina (Gaspar Henaine Pérez).

vis
In Colombia it is short for Housing of Social Interest.  It is a subsidized housing program, for housing of less than 150
minimum wages. 

visa
Permission given by a state for a foreigner to stay and move within its territory.   It is also the name of a credit card. 
Name of an international financial firm that supplies a credit card to its customers.  It also provides debit cards, gift
cards, and prepaid cards, in addition to allowing money transfers. 

visajes
Plural visaje .  In Colombia and in the popular language, it means to be seen, to be discovered, to be shown, to be
announced, to give up.  Allow others to watch or discover you.   Acts or signs that warn of someone's presence
somewhere or what they do.  By extension hints, tests , signs , manifestations , footprints , tracks .

visceras



The correct term is viscera (with accent).  Referred to as offal to all organs, contained within the thorax and abdomen. 
Intestines, gut, digestive.  Offal.

viscoso
In Colombia it means thick, creamy, sticky, sticky, adhesive, slime, Gummy, adherent, greasy, colloidal.

visera
It is the name given to the front wing of the caps or caps.  Also to the independent wing that is placed on the forehead,
tied with a tape or a spring. 

viseras
It is the plural of visor. A visor is the front part of the CAP having intended to protect themselves from the Sun's rays. It is
also as independent part along with tape or similar to the head restraint system. It is also the moving part of a helmet.

visicitud
The correct term is vicissitude, first goes a c and then the s.  It is an alternation of positive and negative events or of
prosperity and adversity.  Changing circumstance, variability.  It is a word that means setback, obstacle, adversity,
calamity, afugia.  Avatar , Change , Transformation .

visionaria
A person who has the quality to analyze the current information to state possible future developments or facts.  You can
predict the future or you have visions.  It has supernatural revelations.

visiones
It means appearances, hallucinations, dreams, imaginations, illusions, dreams, fantasies, ghosts, approaches, points of
view, perspectives.

visires
Plural de visir .  In the time of the Caliphs he was an official who acted as a political adviser or prime minister.

visivilizadas
visivilizadas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Visible" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is visible. 
To say that they should be visible, be views, which acquired notoriety, which take them into account.

viso
In Colombia it means reflection, flash, shine, shine, appearance, appearance.  Color , shade .  It is also used to call a
petticoat or transparent background used by women under the skirt.  It can also mean otero, loma or viewpoint.

visones
It is the plural of mink.  It is a mustelid mammal that is on the brink of extinction by the high demand for your skin in the
fur industry.  Very expensive coats are made with your skin.  Its scientific name is Mustela lutreola.  Family Mustelidae.

vistazo
In Colombia it is used as a synonym of spotted, peek.  Quick look on something.



vistióse
It is an inflection of costuming.  It means placed clothing, spruce is, wearing one's adornment, put on the suit, trajear is.

visto
It can be a turning point to seeing or dressing.  It means looking, reviewing or wearing, carrying, wearing, looking.  It also
means reviewed or checked.  Seen good, means approval, certification, acceptance.

visvaporú
Popular way to call the Vick VapoRub .  It is a common pharmaceutical product widely used as nasal decongestant and
to relieve common cold symptoms.

vitae
It is a Latin word meaning life. 

vital
Relating to life.  It means necessary, basic, essential, important, transcendental, valuable, essential.  It can also mean
vigorous, energetic. 

vitalicia
It lasts a lifetime.  Stay until I die. 

vitalicio
It lasts until the end of days, lasting for a lifetime.  It lasts until he dies. 

vitalidad
It is a quality or quality of being alive that manifests itself in a perfect state of health or health.  Strength, dynamism,
vitality, energy, vigor, courage, strength, brilliance, health.

vitaminar
It means to feed, to nourish.  Provide a diet rich in vitamins.  You can also use vitaminize . 

vitanco
It is one of the common names of a plant that has medicinal uses, especially as stress reliever.  Its scientific name is
Rhodiola rosea and belongs to the family Crassulaceae.  Product that is extracted from Rhodiola.  Rhodiola, rodia,
Golden root.

vitango
It is the name of a naturist drug used to cure stress.  It is obtained from the plant called rhodium ( Rodholia rosea of the
family Crassulaceae .

vitela
In Colombia it is a stamp that represents the Saints, the Virgin Mary or the Divine Child Jesus.  It is also leather or beef
leather tanned, dried and polished.  It is used to make prints, paintings or writings.  as canvas or papyrus. 



vitelo
In Old Latin it means egg yolk.  It is the set of nutritive substances that are stored inside an egg or a yolk sac and that
guarantee the nutrition of the embryo during its fetal development. 

viti
Name of an archipelago of Polynesia.  Nickname given to who is called Victor.  Name by which a Spanish footballer who
plays for Real Oviedo of the Second Division is known.  His full name is Víctor Álvarez Rozada.  Viti was also a Real
Oviedo player, who played one season with Real Avilés.  His full name is Víctor Manuel García Rodríguez.  Stage name
of a former bullfighter, whose real name is Santiago Martín Sánchez.  Nickname of Argentine politician named Víctor
Manuel Federico Fayad. 

viticultor
It is the name given to the person who is dedicated to cultivating the vine.  Person dedicated to viticulture (vine
cultivation). 

viticultura
It is the agricultural activity that is dedicated to the technological cultivation of the vine.  Technical cultivation of grapes. 

vitíligo
Vitiligo is a skin disease, characterized by the appearance of white patches on the skin.  In Colombia was also said
karate, but this term is now rarely used.  Depigmentation of the skin due to lack of melanocytes.

vitja
Name of a German musical band of the hybrid metalcore-djent genre.  They come from the North rhine-westphalia.  The
word is the Russian abbreviation for Viktor which means winner, winner.  Name of an asteroid (1030) that was named in
honor of Viktor "Vitja" Viktorovich Zaslavsky.  In Spanish it can mean Viticor or Victicor. 

vitores
The correct term is cheers with tilde.  They're screaming ovation or cheering someone.  It means ovations, cheers,
exaltations, screams, live.

vitoriadas
In Colombia and especially in the Eje Cafetero and Tolima is a meal prepared with pumpkin, bolo or vitoria. They are
usually prepared with panela.  Pumpkin sweet, prepared with panela. 

vitri
It is the name of a tower or skyscrapers of the city of Panama.  It consists of 75 floors and has an altitude of 281 metres.
 It is on the Avenida Paseo del Mar.  Vitri is a prefix that means glass.

vitrina
Rack or showcase made glass for show in sweets and candies and if it is large, to display goods.  Act of displayed or
displayed.  Mostrario, display, window, showcase.

vitriólico
Related to vitriol, which was a way of formerly calling sulfate, especially by alchemists.  Sulphuric acid.  It also means



acid, rough, hurtful, corrosive, biting. 

vitrola
Old device that reproduced music by inserting coins and selection of songs.  Very old turntable.  Radiola, Gramophone.

vituperar
Censorship or disapproval that is done rudely.  Criticism with excess harshness.  Reproach, recrimination, scolding. 

vituperio
Censorship or disapproval that is done rudely.  Reproach, recrimination, scolding. 

vituperios
Plural of vituperio .  It means scolding, censorship, reprobation, recrimination, slander.

vivac
It means improvised camp.  You can refer to a soldier, a climber (Mountaineer), or a scouting.  It is used more to
indicate that you sleep hanging from a rope).  Sleep between a bag or sleeping bag (sleeping bag) to the weather.

vivar
It means to cheer, to cheer, to enliven.  Burrow or nest of rabbits.  Hatchery of rabbits or some other animals .  Hatchery
for fish, molluscs or crustaceans.  Enclosure, cage or floating basket used in fish farming.  Name of a town near Burgos
in Spain.  It belongs to the municipality Quintanilla de Vivar.  It is also called Vivar del Cid. 

vivaracho
In Colombia it means cunning, shrewd, rogue, wasped.  It also means marrullero, mañoso or insightful.  He intends to
deceive others. 

vivat imperator in aeternum
" VIVAT imperator in aeternum " It is a Latin locution meaning " Long live the Emperor always "

vivencia
Fact of experiencing or living something.  Experience, event or fact, that a person lives and that contributes to form his
personality.  Experience lived or acquired.  Lesson learned.  Lived fact that gives us a knowledge. 

vivenciando
It is an inflection of experience. It is to live an experience, endure, suffer in the flesh. Experiment, test, support, suffer.

vivenciar
It means feeling or experience the other has had.  Get into the shoes of another.  Support the other.  Feel firsthand
experiences of another.  Live, endure, suffer, experience, enjoy.

vivencio
It's an inflexion of living.  It means living, experiencing, supporting, suffering, suffering.  Live the experience that another



has had.  Get into someone else's shoes.  Bear the other's.  To feel the experiences of another in their own flesh.

vivero
In the Forestry and Agrarian Sciences it is the place where you have eras, plant seeds, produce seedlings and
transplant seedlings.  Site where seedlings or saplings are produced.  By extension place where they sell plants, pots or
pots and all the implements and products necessary for a garden or a crop.  It is also valid for the place where living
beings such as fish, mollusks, etc. are raised or cultivated. 

viveza
It is the sharpness to react quickly, in any situation and get ahead.  Cunning, skill, dexterity, agility, lucidity, sagacity.

vivérrido
It is the name given to a group of carnivorous animals of feline appearance, with slender long bodies, short legs and
nocturnal and arboreal habits.  To him belong the givetas and the genets.  Its musk is used in perfumery.  In zoology it
means that it belongs to the family Viverridae.  Musk cat. 

vivi
Vivi is the name of a lake and a river in Russia.   It is the name of a city in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  Vivi is
the name of a river in Puerto Rico.  In Colombia is the family and apocopada way of calling a woman named Viviana.

viviana
It is a woman's name of Celtic origin and means the small.  There are vivian and Bibiana variants.  Viviana is also the
name of a genus of diptera insects (fly class), which belongs to the family Tachinidae.  Some species of this genus of
insects can be used in biological control.

vivida
Lived (no accent), it is an inflection of living.  It means be, exist, remain, survive, survive, dwell, inhabit, reside, cohabit,
feel, experience.  Vivid (with accent) is an adjective, meaning real, realistic, true, authentic, notorious.

vividor
In Colombia he is a person who lives in the ribs of others.  Lying down, parasite, gandul, sparrow, blacksmith, sablista,
drone. 

viviidor
viviidor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Playboy" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is lifestyler. In
Colombia we use the lifestyler term to designate a person who takes advantage of the ingenuity or the nobility of others.
Parasite, gorron, sabreur, drone, gandul, rogue, goterero, Canal, leaning.

vivir con holgura
It means living with comforts, with good economic solvency.

vivir con solvencia
Living comfortably, not suffering from economic needs.  Living with everything you need. 



vivisectra
Cutting or dissection of a living animal, to observe how its organs work.  Vivisection. 

vivito y coleando
It is a very widely used locution in Colombia.  It means healthy, encouraged, free from all evil.  Vigorous, strong, healthy.
 It can also mean complete, complete.  Cured, recovered.  It refers above all to someone who was very ill and has fully
recovered to the degree that he can already perform any activity without any restriction.

vivo
It means he's got life.  It is a inflection of living, which can mean to be, to exist, to survive, to dwell, to dwell, to reside. In
Colombia it means awake, cunning, witty, wasped, shrewd. 

vizco
The correct term is squint.  It means crooked eyes, twisted look, look estrabiada.  A person suffering from strabismus. 
bizca look cross-eyed.

vizcondesas
Lady consort or spouse of the Viscount. Title nobility to a lady, immediately below the Countess.

víctima
Person assaulted, person who is affected in the commission of a crime or by the consequences of something harmful. 
Assaulted, affected, harmed, injured, martyred, immolated, injured, deceased, dead. 

víctimas
Plural of victim .  That suffers from an affectation.  Who has suffered damage or injury.  Affected. 

víctor
It is a male name of Latin origin and means victorious, triumphor.  He who triumphs, victorious. 

víreo
The correct term is Vireo, without accent.  It is the name of a genus of passerine birds and the name of a migratory bird
observed seasonally in the center of Colombia and American.  They belong to the family Vireonidae.  Also referred to as
Greenfinch, julian chibi, juruviara or chibi.  The scientific name of one of the most representative species is Vireo
olivaceus.

vírgen
It means pure, intact, immaculate, pristine, chaste.  Uncovered or untouched.  Undyed woman.  Name by which Mary,
the Mother of Jesus, is known.

vírica
It means related or produced by viruses.  Viral.

vírico
It means that it is related to viruses, which is caused by a virus.  Infectious, viral.



víscera
It is the name given to the different organs found within the abdominal cavity (it is valid for any type of animal). 

vístula
Vistula is incorrectly written and it should be written as Vistula, is name being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Vistula, is proper name ( in Polish 41 Wista;.  It is the name of the longest river of Eastern Europe which flows into the
Baltic Sea.  It is the most important river in Poland.

vítores
It means cheers.  Screams of exaltation and praise.  Live, standing ovations. 

víveres
They are all elements, products or supplies that are sold in a shop, market or cram.  Provisions needed to survive
people or an army.  Remittances, supplies, groceries, Ranch.

vladi
It is the familiar and trimmed way of calling those named Vladimir or Vladimir.  Vlad is also used.  Vladimir or Vladimir
are names of Slavic origin and mean "Prince of Peace".  In Spanish, Bladimir or Bladimiro is also valid. 

vocal
It means expressed with the voice , relative to the voice .  Free sound of the tongues that is profuge when vibrating the
strings of the larynx (the consonants always have some type of obstruction).  Monoptongo .  Position of a board of
directors accompanying the President, Vice President and Secretary. 

vocalista
Singer.  Person who sings.  person who performs musical works through singing. 

vocear
It is to announce through the use of voice, trumpet.  In Colombia it is announce something to shouts, shouting,
announce, offer, shouting, screamed are trumpeting, disseminate, publish.

vocecita
Soft and thin voice, Diminutive voice.

vocero
Person who makes advertisements, gives notices or carries messages.  Spokesperson, emissary, representative,
delegate.  , communicator, advertiser . 

vociferaba
It is an inflection of yelling. It means shout, howl, shout. Speaking in a manner strong and agitated. Scream wildly.

vociferaba
It is an inflection of yelling. It means shout, howl, shout. Speaking in a manner strong and agitated. Scream wildly.



vocifero
It is an inflection of yelling.  It means to speak very strong and with anger, shout, cry, howl, cry.

vocinglero
It means that he talks a lot.  Who speaks loud or loud.  That makes noise.  That gives many voices.  That makes a fuss .
 Impetigo. 

vodrio
vodrio is incorrectly written, and should be written as crappy.  being its meaning: the correct term is crappy.  It means
concoction (concoction in Colombia), hogwash, Ratatouille, stew.  Thing poorly made or of poor quality.


